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Abstract

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF THE MIOCENE ESMERALDA
FORMATION, STEWART BASIN, STEWART VALLEY, NEVADA
by
Kevin E. Nick

The purpose of this study was to determine specific
depositional environments of the Miocene Esmeralda Formation in Stewart Basin (Stewart Valley), Mineral County,
Nevada.

Previous workers have concentrated on paleonto-

logical aspects of the basin and have described in detail
the molluscs, mammals and macroflora.

Less work has

been done on the diatoms and spores and none on the fish,
algae, wood or ostracodes.

Recently, seven lithostrati-

graphic units of the Esmeralda Formation have been mapped
in Stewart Valley (Clausen, 1983).
Detailed lithofacies are described in each of the
seven lithostratigraphic units.

Lithofacies 1 is composed

of porcelanite and diatomite containing plant fossils.
Lithofacies 2a and 2b are volcanic conglomerates with
fossil wood.

Lithofacies 3a, 3b and 3c are varieties

of feldspathic sandstones containing molluscs and fish.
Thinly-laminated porcelanite, diatomite and dolomite

comprise lithofacies 4.

Articulated fish,

insect fossils are present.

plant and

Massive and bedded porcelanite

and silty diatomite dominate lithofacies 5.

Lithofacies

6 is composed of dolomicrite.
A diagenetic origin for the porcelanite is proposed.
The precursor is interpreted to be a silty qiatomite.
Depositional environments are proposed for six time
intervals during the Miocene.

In time A,

limnetic and

littoral environments and debris-flows existed.
then covered previous sediments.

Lahars

During time C meandering

and braided fluvial systems reworked the lahars and a
paludal environment formed.

A second limnetic environment

then formed and transgressed over the littoral sediments
during times D and E.
During times A,

2
The lake reached a size of 100 km .

D and E lake waters were generally fresh

and moderately alkaline with periods of increasing salinity
and alkalinity.

The last major depositional period

F) was regressive.

(time

The salinity and pH of the lake waters

increased favoring the formation of evaporites and zeolites.
The Esmeralda Formation in Stewart Basin is an unusual
example of a fresh to moderately saline-alkaline lake
environment.
aceous,

The stratigraphic relationship of diatom-

volcaniclastic, stromatolitic, and dolomitic

sediments provide new insights into ancient lake environments.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to reconstruct the
depositional environments of the Miocene (BarstovianClarendonian) deposits of the Esmeralda Formation found in
Stewart Basin, Stewart Valley, Nevada.

Location

Stewart Valley is a north-south trending valley located
in Mineral County about 20 km northeast of Mina, Nevada and
30 km south of Gabbs, Nevada.

The area is bounded by the

Cedar Mountains to the east and the Gabbs Valley Range to
the west (figure 1).

Stewart Valley is easily accessible by

a graded dirt road from Highway 23 south of Gabbs or from
Highway 95 in Mina.

Previous Work

Previous workers have concentrated on paleontological
and biostratigraphic problems, but have not dealt directly
with interpreting depositional environments of the Esmeralda
Formation in Stewart Valley.

Buwalda (1914) visited this

area collecting mammal fossils and first discussed its
geology. He indicated that the Stewart Valley area had lower
relief, more precipitation and slightly-higher humidity
1
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Figure 1. Location map showing study area and referenced
locations nearby.
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during Miocene time than at present. He also postulated that
there were active volcanic centers nearby.

Buwalda noted a

few fluvial gravels and terrestrially-derived fanglomerates
intercalated with lacustrine rocks.

He felt the lake waters

were fresh, or not highly "concentrated."

Merriam (1916), a

vertebrate paleontologist, also collected in the area around
the Cedar Mountains. He was primarily interested in Tertiary
biostratigraphy.
Axelrod (1956), using regional paleobotanical data,
suggested 50 to 90 cm of rainfall annually during late
Miocene time for west-central Nevada.

A systematic study of

two fossil floras found .in Stewart Valley was made by Wolfe
(1964).

He classified both assemblages as warm-temperate,

mesophytic floras growing along lakes or streams.
Other observations concerning depositional environments
in Stewart Valley were made by Mawby (1965).

He was

primarily interested in the mammal fossils. Mawby noted four
main depositional units.

Lowest in the section were

diatomites and diatomaceous shales, interbedded with
agglom~rate

flows that contain soil zones; succeeded by

stream, flood plain and lake margin sediments.

Next follows

a dominantly lacustrine series and an uppermost unit
consisting of coarser tuffs.

Mawby also gave evidence for

the existence of a localized delta. Depositional facies were
interpreted primarily from general observations in Stewart
and Ione valleys.

4

Firby (1963, 1969) studied the molluscs found in
Stewart and other nearby valleys.

He concluded that the

molluscs lived in a large, permanent lake that was only
slightly alkaline having an inferred pH of between 7.0 and
8.4.

Interpretations-~ere

based on the amount of pitting

observed on worn surfaces of the mollusc shells.
Smedman (1969) identified 22 species and 13 genera of
diatoms from Stewart Valley.

All taxa are considered to be

fresh-water forms except for one short-ranging, euryhaline
species which was found concurrently with freshwater forms.
Work in isochronous units nearby has also dealt
primarily with

thei~

paleontology and/or stratigraphy.

Turner (1900) described the Esmeralda Formation in the
northern Silver Peak Range in Esmeralda county (figure 1)
and discussed it in later publications (Turner: 1902, 1909).
He attributed

th~

sediments to pyroclastic debris being

deposited in a large Miocene lake known as Lake Esmeralda.
Ione Valley, located immediately to the east of Stewart
Valley (figure 1), contains deposits similar to those of
Stewart Valley. Henderson (1962) described a lower soil zone
followed by fluvial deposits, thick diatomites, an increase
in the proportion of carbonate deposits and finally an upper
paleosol.

The presence of fresh-water gastropods and

limestones were taken as evidence that
very saline or alkaline.

th~

water was not

Because the lacustrine sediments

did not appear to be derived from the Cedar Mountains, but

5

onlapped them, it was concluded that the Cedar Mountains
were present, but had low relief during Miocene time.
Robinson (1964) restudied the central part of the type
area of Turner (1900).

Robinson was mostly concerned with

clarifying the,stratigraphy of the Esmeralda Formation and
not with specific depositional environments.

He stressed

that the Miocene sediments, previously considered part of
the Esmeralda Formation, showed so much lateral variation
between sections that they must have been deposited in
separate basins and should not be included in one formation.
Robinson (1964) also found many diagenetically formed
zeolites and hypothesized that they were produced by either
regional pressure-temperature conditions, or from postdepositional alteration by saline-alkaline groundwaters.
The northern portion of the Silver Peak Range was
studied by Moiola (1969).

He made many interpretations of

the depositional environments present during Barstovian to
Clarendonian time.

The study covered a large area and the

inferences about depositional environments are not very
detailed.

In general, different basins in the Silver Peak

Range contained alluvial fan deposits near the base: then
alternating fluvial and fresh-water lacustrine deposits
consisting of volcaniclastics: and finally ash falls and
lahars, reworked by fluvial and lacustrine processes. Moiola
(1969) also stressed that each isochronous basin had a
unique depositional history.
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The Carson City, Nevada off ice of the Bureau of Land
Managemeht produced an unpublished workshop guide in 1981
that summarizes the studies done in Stewart Valley and
briefly describes some of the current work.

It is entitled

"Stewart Valley· Fossil Site Workshop.n
Clausen (1983) recently mapped Stewart Valley and
determined that sedimentation in the Stewart Valley area
during Miocene time was in an isolated basin of fault-block
origin; Strike-slip faulting also influenced the eastern and
western margins of the depositional basin early in the
Miocene.

Unit names used in this thesis refer to

lithostratigraphic units assigned by Clausen (1983) for the
strata in Stewart Valley and this thesis relies heavily on
his work.

Materials and Methods

Thirty-five sections were measured and sampled and
numerous other localities were examined.

Field study

locations are given in the appendix using the SI grid
coordinates on the USGS 7.5 minute topographic maps entitled
Stewart Spring and Granny Goose Well, Nevada.

This method

allows locating points to within 20 m with accuracy. Further
descriptions of each area are given using local landmarks.
Data recorded in the field included unit thickness,
lithology, sedimentary structures, lateral changes, exposure

7

and fossils.

Measurements were taken with a Jacob's staff

and Brunton compass.

In most sections samples were taken at

each determinable change in lithology.
usually not excavated for sampling.

Covered areas were

Within one section,

nearly continuous samples were taken of thinly-laminated
shales.

Field interpretation of the stratigraphy was

complicated by the presence of numerous minor and major
faults and the rapidity of lateral changes in lithology.
Samples collected in the field were taken to the
laboratory (at Loma Linda University) where further analysis
was done.

All samples were slabbed. Well-indurated rocks

were cut with a diamond-blade rock saw.

The softer and/or

clay-rich rocks wre cut by hand with a hack saw to prevent
disintegration of the samples.

carbonate rocks were etched

with dilute hydrochloric acid and stained to enhance
sedimentary structures and textures.

Water or mineral oil

was used to wet the slabbed surfaces for better viewing.
Thin sections were made from the samples as necessary.
Estimates of the amount of organic carbon were made, based
on visual color comparisons with "standard" rocks from the
area.

The "standard" rocks were calibrated by measuring the

carbon dioxide liberated upon oxidation of carbonate-free
samples.
X-ray diffraction analysis was done on about 350 finegrained sediments to determine mineralogies. Nickelfiltered, copper-Ka radiation was used at potentials of

8

30 kV and 20 mA.
per minute.

Nearly all samples were scanned at 2°, 2e

From mixtures of monomineralic samples from the

Stewart Valley area it was determined that peak heights
could be used to semi-quantitatively determine relative
percentages of minerals found in whole-rock samples.
Calibrated ratios of diagnostic peaks were used to determine
the percentages of minerals in each whole-rock sample
analyzed.
When more than one mineral was present in a sample, the
following correction factors were multiplied times the 100
percent peak-height.

Relative weight percentages for each

mineral could then be determined.

Correction factors for

each mineral are: calcite and dolomite, 0.6: plagioclase, 0:
opal-CT, O; quartz and gypsum,

o.a:

opal-A, 2.0. The opal-CT

peak masked the broad "peak" of opal-A making a
determination of the relative percentages of those two
mineral impossible by x-ray diffraciton.
To distinguish .semi-quantitatively the amounts of
diatoms, volcanic ash and lutite fraction, a small amount of
powder was scratched off the sample onto a microscope slide.
The powder was observed in a wet mount under the microscope.
The presence of diatoms, volcanic glass or mineral grains
was noted.

This method was very valuable for examining the

softer, fine-grained sediments.
The thickness classification of strata used is adapted
from Ingram (1954).

Thickness classifications used are:

9

less than .1 cm, very thin-laminae: .1 to .3 cm, thin
laminae: .3 to 1 cm, thick laminae: 1 to 3 cm, very thinbeds: 3 to 10 cm, thin beds: 10 to 30 cm, medium beds: and
30 to 100 cm, thick beds.

strata of a single lithology that

are not laminated or bedded may be called massive.
Throughout this thesis the terms opal-A, opal-CT and
low-quartz will be used.

This terminology follows that

proposed by Jones and Segnit (1971} for the polymorphs of
silica.

A nearly continuous, progressive crystalline

ordering has been divided into three categories of silica
ordering.

Opal-A is amorphous or highly-disordered silica

and opal-CT is a medium-grade, disordered low-cristobalitelow-tridymite.

These polymorphs are distinguished by peak-

height to breadth ratios of the peaks reflecting from d(lOl}
spacing of around 4.1

l.

There is also a decrease in d(lOl}

spacing as silica ordering increases (figure 2).
Most fine-grained rocks in Stewart Valley are composed
of the mineral opal-CT rather than clay minerals.

The term

porcelanite will be used for rocks whose grains are clay and
silt size and whose mineralogies are primarily opal-CT.
Porcelanites will be described in more detail in the next
section.
The above data from field and laboratory observations
were recorded on individual forms for each sample.

These

data consist of mineralogical and textural features as well
as trace and body fossils present.
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Figure 2. Copper Ka XRD scans of some forms of opal found in
Stewart Valley.

RESULTS

Lithologic Descriptions

The lithologies described below are characteristic of
the Esmeralda Formation in Stewart Valley.

They will be

referred to by name throughout the rest of this thesis.
Minor variations in mineralogy, sedimentary structures and
specific associated fossils will be discussed as needed for
each section in the unit descriptions.

A legend for the

lithologic, structural and mineralogic symbols used in the
rest of the thesis is found in figure 3.

Porcelanite
Porcelanites are the most abundant rocks in Stewart
Valley, comprising about one-half of the composite section.
They are buff to light brown in color with a blocky to
slabby fracture.

Most rocks are soft with a distinctive low

density, but a few are cherty.
porous and permeable.

The porcelanites are very

In the field, hand samples would

normally be classified as a tuff and have been called that
in previous studies (Buwalda, 1914; Wolfe, 1964).
Bramlette (1946) used the term porcelanite for
"designating the silica cemented rocks that are less hard,
dense, and vitreous than chert."

While many of the

porcelanites he described contained clay, feldspar and
11
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quartz, the term was intended to describe opaline rocks
intermediate in hardness and porosity between diatomite and
chert.
Porcelanites contain impressions and carbonized remains
of plant materials including well-preserved leaves and
seeds.

Locally, plant remains and organic debris are very

abundant.
rarely.

Small, disarticulated fish bones are found only
Thin bedding defined by color changes is sometimes

observed, but more often, randomly-spaced bedding-planes
give the outcrop a thick-bedded appearance.
Microscopic examination of powder scraped form a fresh
surface shows about 90 percent of the sample to be
aggregates of silt- to clay-size grains, each grain being
roughly spherical.

The remainder of the sample consists of

angular, silt-size feldspar and glass grains.

This rock is

one end of a continuum that goes to silty diatomites.
Figure 4 shows a disaggregated sample with no diatoms and
figure 5 has a few poorly-preserved diatoms. Abundant spores
were isolated from most samples tested.
Many rock slabs cut perpendicular to bedding showed
discontinuous, parallel to subparallel lamination. When this
occurs bedding planes are defined by very-thin kerogenous
and carbonaceous lenses .1 to 5 mm in length.

Occasional

cross-sections through fish bones, entire leaves, and
sand-size grains are seen in- the face of the slab.

Thick

laminations and thin beds often have the upper or lower
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Figure 4.

Wet mount of clay-size grains of opal-CT from
disaggregated porcelanite.

Note lack of diatoms

or volcanic glass.

Figure 5.

Wet mount of a disaggregated sample of rock
intermediate between porcelanite and silty
diatomite.

Slide shows some poorly preserved

diatoms (arrows).
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bedding surface disturbed or disrupted.

X-ray diffraction

analysis shows these rocks to be at least 80 percent
opal-CT, the remainder being quartz and plagioclase.
Organic carbon content is generally less than 0.15 weight
percent.

Porcelanite Shale
A prominent lithology in Stewart Valley is a thinbedded to very thinly-laminated shale of porcelanite. In the
field this lithology is easily located even when covered
because white chips of shale cover the ground nearby.
weathered pieces are buff to white in color.

The

They are

fissile and often show impressions or carbonized remains of
unidentified plant material, well-preserved leaves, seeds,
fish bones, complete fish skeletons and insects.
shale weathers it becomes more fissile.

As the

Less weathered

samples show darker colors from almost black to a light
brownish-gray. Rocks range from soft and sectile to hard and
brittle with a conchoidal fracture across bedding as well as
a fissility parallel to bedding.
Mineralogies from x-ray diffraction data show 70 to 100
percent opal-CT, as much as 10 percent quartz and O to 30
percent P.lagioclase feldspars.
to as much as 0.3 percent

Total organic carbon ranges

with a mean of 0.25 percent. The

rocks give off a petroliferous smell when freshly powdered.
Abundant palynomorphs isolated from porcelanite shales have
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thermal alteration indices ranging from 1.3 to 1.8 (scale of
Staplin, 1982).

Rocks consist of individual and aggregates

of clay-size particles with scattered silt-size grains of
plagioclase, quartz and glass.

Bedded and laminated

porcelanites also form one end of a series ranging to bedded
and laminated diatomites.
Slabs cut perpendicular to bedding show continuous,
parallel laminae about 0.2 mm thick. Up to 65 laminae per cm
were counted in some rocks though 45 per cm are more
typical.

Thin sections show laminae to be defined by

couplets of kerogen and porcelanite. The couplet begins with
nearly pure organic material which grades upward into the
elastic portion. An abrupt increase in kerogen concentration
defines the next lamina. Laminae are usually continuous, but
layers were observed to split and some rejoined over a
distance of one cm.
Thin sections show silt- and very-fine sand-size
angular grains of quartz and feldspar disseminated
throughout the rock and sometimes concentrated in the
organic-rich layers.

Rare, euhedral and subhedral forms of

hematite replacing pyrite are also observed.

Figure 6 shows

some of these features in thin section.

Silty Diatomaceous Shale
A similar lithology to that described above is a
thinly- to very thinly-laminated silty diatomite.

These
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Figure 6.

Thin section (PPL) of very thinly-laminated
porcelanite.

Dark bands are kerogen-rich, light

bands are opal-CT.

Hematite {arrows) replacing

pyrite is present.

Figure 7.

Wet mount of disaggregated silty diatomite.

At

least three species of diatoms (D) are shown in
this view as well as volcanic glass (G).
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rocks are white, have a very low density, are quite fissile,
and have a characteristic powdery feel. Hand samples contain
small pieces of carbonized material.

Spores and kerogen

isolated from the diatomites have thermal alteration indices
of 1.3 to 1.5. Microscopic examination of disaggregated rock
reveals abundant whole and fragmented diatoms as well as
scattered feldspar and quartz grains.

X-ray diffraction

analysis gives concentrations of 60 to 90 percent opal-A and
10 to 40 percent plagioclase feldspars.

Figure 7 shows a

microscopic view of disaggregated diatomite.

Silty Diatomite
Silty diatomites are poorly indurated, have very-low
densities and a typical powdery feel.

The diatomites have

poorly-defined bedding. Observation of disaggregated samples
with the microscope shows high concentrations of diatoms as
well as angular plagioclase, quartz and glass grains.
Abundant concentrations of randomly oriented, unidentified
plant debris are often present.

The x-ray diffractogram

reveals the broad peak that characterizes opal-A.

Dolomicrite
Thin- to medium-bedded dolomicrites form prominent
layers in the outcrop. Hand specimens are light orange-brown
to gray in color and dense.
have low porosities.

Samples are well indurated and

A few disarticulated fish bones and
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whole skeletons were observed in some samples.

Dolomicrites

are very thinly-laminated to bedded and a few samples show
minor soft-sediment deformation.
X-ray diffraction analysis shows bedded to massive
dolomicrites to be generally 100 percent dolomite. Some very
thinly-laminated dolomicrites and porcelanite shales show
compositional gradation in mineralogy with intermediates of
40 to 70 percent dolomite and the remaining portion opal-CT.
Figure 8 illustrates some varieties of dolomicrite.

Calcimicrite
Dense, white- to cream-colored calcimicrites form
resistant beds in the outcrop.
have low porosities.

They are well indurated and

Calcimicrites usually contain some

detrital feldspar grains, abundant ostracodes and
occasionally, oolites.

These rocks form one end of a

continuum from nearly pure calcimicrite to calcareous
sandstone.

The purer calcimicrites are thin-bedded to

massive and none are laminated.

Calcareous and Dolomitic Sandstone
Calcareous and dolomitic sandstones are orange-brown in
hand sample, are medium to well indurated and are denser
than pure sandstones.

The elastic component is primarily

silt- to fine sand-size grains of feldspar and lithics. Less
common are quartz and hornblende grains.

Fish bones are
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Figure

a.

varieties of dolomicrite showing very thinlylaminated, thin-bedded and structureless forms.
Note the fish fossils.

Figure 9.

Wet mount of disaggregated vitric-tuff showing
angular, volcanic-glass grains.
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commonly associated with calcareous rocks and ostracodes
with dolomitic sandstones.

X-ray diffractograms show 30 to

70 percent calcite or dolomite,

wi~h

the remainder

plagioclase feldspar and quartz.

Vitric Tuff
The term vitric tuff (Ross and Smith, 1961) is used for
prominent beds of buff, gray and white tuffs.

samples range

from very soft to medium hard and have rough textures. Close
examination shows each grain to be glassy.

Vitric tuffs are

typically well sorted and consist of fine to very-fine
sand-size grains.

Low density, high porosity and high

permeability is characteristic of these rocks. Most beds are
structureless, but some show planar bedding or grading.
Microscopic examination of disaggregated samples reveals
glass fragments and less than 10 percent crystals of
feldspar and quartz (figure 9).

X-ray diffraction analysis

indicates that 60 to 80 percent of the rock is composed of
amorphous material with the remainder being quartz and
feldspar.
Some tuff-like beds show pure plagioclase feldspar
x-ray diffraction patterns.

These rocks look similar to

vitric tuffs and may be an altered form.

Lapilli Tuff
Lapilli tuffs are gray or white in color. Thin beds are
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friable to well indurated and thick beds are well indurated.
Lapilli are up to one cm in largest dimension, but most are
about four mm in size.

The rocks often contain one or two

percent biotite and as much as five percent plagioclase
crystals.

Many units show grading or planar lamination and

disturbed bedding is common.

Rocks have high porosities and

permeabilities and low densities.

This lithology forms

prominent white outcrops as much as three m thick.

Sandy Mudstone
Sandy mudstones are commonly· associated with finergrained lithologies.

They have nearly-equal proportions of

clay and silt and about 40 percent sand-size grains.

These

rocks are friable and range from a light-yellow to a rust
color or a dark-brown.

They are thinly laminated to medium

bedded. The mudstone is poorly sorted with grains up to 2 mm
in size randomly set in a clay- and silt-size matrix.

In

thin section most of the larger grains are subangular
fragments of plagioclase showing typical albite twinning.
Also present are euhedral, albite grains showing simple
twinning and relict cores.

These euhedral grains are

suspected to be authigenic albite whose origin is discussed
later.

Most of the grains are fractured. X-ray diffraction

analysis shows these rocks to be 50 to 100 percent
plagioclase feldspar, 0 to 50 percent opal-CT and 0 to 10
percent quartz.

A close-up photograph shows the bimodal
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texture {figure 10).

Silty Sandstone
Silty sandstones are typically buff colored. Grains are
subangular and poorly sorted with sizes ranging from silt to
coarse sand.

They are primarily plagioclase feldspars, but

include biotite, glass, opal-CT, hornblende and occasional
quartz grains.

The rocks are poorly cemented with carbonate

cement and are very permeable.

Sedimentary structures

include planar laminations, large-scale planar crosslaminations and large-scale trough cross-bedding.

Fossils

associated with this lithology include disarticulated mammal
bones and teeth, ostracodes, mollusc shells, fish bones and
poorly-preserved fossil wood including some large stumps and
trunks. The Stewart Spring fauna {Mawby, 1965) was collected
from this lithotype.

Oolitic Sandstone
The oolitic, ostracodal sandstone ranges from buff to
gray in color.

This sandstone is similar to the silty

sandstone previously described except oolites and ostracodes
compose about 70 percent of the grains and the rocks show
better sorting.

The oolites contain cores of ostracodes,

angular feldspar or quartz grains {figure 11).

This rock is

calcite cemented and is of low to medium induration.
Sedimentary structures include planar bedding, planar
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Figure 10. Detail of sandy mudstone showing angular and
euhedral plagioclase grains in a fine-grained
matrix.

Scale shows one cm.

Figure 11. Thin section (PPL) of oolitic sandstone showing
mineral (M) and ostracode (0) cores and poor
sorting.
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cross-bedding and large-scale trough cross-bedding.

Mollusc

shells and ostracodes are associated with oolitic
sandstones.

Coquina
Medium-thick beds of coquina form resistant layers in
the outcrop.

The rock is composed of whole and f ragrnented

molluscs mixed with a minor amount of silt and sand.

Many

complete, gastropod shells are filled with secondary
chalcedony. Coquinas are always associated with some type of
sandstone and often grade into them.

Stromatolitic Limestone and Tufa
Stromatolitic limestones form discontinuous layers with
individual morphologies ranging from separate mounds to
hummocky layers.

Stromatolites are found directly on the

substrate or on and around rocks, branches and stumps.

some

spectacular stromatolites encasing fossilized stumps are two
m in diameter and some huge stromatolites are three to four
m across.

Most stromatolitic limestones are about 30 cm

thick and are found around rocks or fossil wood.

They are

composed of dense, concentrically-laminated limestone whose
weathered surfaces are faintly mammilary (figure 12).
Stromatolites are often associated with other carbonate beds
and tufa.
Tufa forms outcrops of dense to vuggy limestone. Rather
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Figure 12. Varieties of stromatolitic limestone.

Figure 13. Thinolitic tufa showing calcite pseudomorphs of
gypsum.
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than concentrically laminated, the internal structure
appears to include many crystalline shapes.

some tufa shows

good calcite pseudomorphs of large gypsum crystals (figure
13}.

Jones (1925} referred to this form of tufa as

thinolitic.

An unusual thinolitic tufa forms geyser or

spring cones one m high with longitudinally oriented,
circular openings 10 cm in diameter. These may have been the
spring cones mentioned by Buwalda (1914}.

Conglomerate
A gray to dark purple-gray orthoconglomerate consists
of subrounded clasts of hornblende andesite. Clasts are from
pebble to coarse sand-size. This rock is well indurated with
silica cement.

Pumice-Andesite Conglomerate
A matrix-supported conglomerate of pumice, weathered
andesite and vitric-tuff clasts is referred to as a
pumice-andesite conglomerate. The matrix is a poorly sorted,
silty, tuffaceous sandstone of medium induration. Clasts are
subrounded to rounded and range in size from pebbles to
small boulders.

In-drift climbing-ripple lamination,

current-ripple lamination and pebble imbrication have been
observed.

Rare pieces of coalified wood can be found. The

pink, weathered, andesite blocks give the outcrop a pink
color, but where these decrease in abundance the outcrop is
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gray.

Andesite-Tuff Conglomerate
The andesite-tuff conglomerate has clasts ranging from
pebbles to large boulders 1.5 m in diameter.

The clasts are

subangular hornblende-andesite and are supported by a gray,
vitric-lithic tuff matrix very similar in composition to the
andesite clasts.

In thin section the matrix and clasts

appear nearly identical.

This rock is well indurated. Beds

of large boulders can be traced laterally and poorly-defined
reverse-grading is present.

No preferred orientation of the

clasts or other sedimentary structures were observed.
lithotype is associated with andesite flows.

This

Well-preserved

tree trunks also occur frequently.

Description of Lithofacies

Clausen (1983) mapped Stewart Valley and determined
that the area of Stewart Valley was isolated depositionally
from other parts of the Esmeralda Formation.
the term Stewart Basin is proposed.

In this thesis

It will be used for the

depositional basin of Miocene age, in the Stewart Valley
area, that received sediments considered part of the
Esmeralda Formation.

The boundaries of Stewart Basin are

approximately the same as those of present day Stewart
Valley on the north, west and east, but the southern
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boundary is not known.
Clausen (1983) has divided the Miocene deposits into
seven lithostratigraphic units. Reconnaissance sections were
measured to determine the physical stratigraphy.

Clausen

(1983) describes how these compare to radiometric and
biostratigraphic ages.

This comparison produced the

stratigraphic control needed to direct sampling and develop
models of depositional environments.
Division of the Stewart Basin deposits into seven
lithostratigraphic units was made on the basis of the ease
of identification in the field and on lithologic and
paleontologic homogeneity. Because of the latter reason, the
mapped units Tel to Te7 can be roughly classified as
lithofacies.
The definition of lithofacies by Moore (1949) is "the
rock record of any sedimentary environment, including both
physical and organic characteristics."

In this thesis the

term lithofacies will be used as defined above.

Detailed

sections were measured and lithofacies were further defined
in each mapped unit with the intent of determining
depositional environments. For example, Te2 was divided into
three lithofacies: 2a, 2b and 2c.
The relationships of lithostratigraphic units Tel
through Te7 to the sections measured in this study are shown
in figure 14. A simplified geologic map (figure 15) modified
from Clausen (1983) shows the aerial distribution of the
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lithostratigraphic units and the locations of sections and
localities referenced in this

thesis~

More detailed

locations for all sections and localities are given in the
appendix.

Tel

Lithofacies 1
Lithofacies 1 is generally composed of bedded to
massive silty-diatomites and porcelanites, with interbeds of
vitric and lapilli tuffs.

It is equivalent to the

lithostratigraphic unit Tel.

Small, isolated outcrops are

scattered in the southern half of the study area (figure
15).

Plant fossils are numerous, but total organic carbon

content is less than 0.15 weight percent.

Lithofacies 1

overlies the pre-Esmeralda volcanics (Tpe) and interfingers
with or is overlain by Te2 lithologies (figure 15).
Section MC is located in the center of the study area.
It is 28.6 m thick and includes all of lithofacies 1 in this
area.

MC is typified by porcelanites. The base of this

section is indistinct, but it appears to rest on a highlyaltered volcanic porphyry. The top grades into the overlying
unit, Te2, which is very sandy at this location.
Porcelanites contain organic debris and carbonized
remains of well-preserved leaves and a few small,
disarticulated fish bones.

Wolfe (1964) and Axelrod (1956)
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described in detail the plant megafossils found in this
section. The dominant fossil leaves are Quercus, but Acer,
zelkova, Ulmus, Picea, Pinus, Glyptostrobus, Platanus and
carya are also abundant.

Expected forms that were only

rarely encountered are Populus and Alnus.
present.

Salix was not

The fish fossils that occur in lithofacies 1 have

not been identified.
Lithologies, thicknesses, mineralogies, body and trace
fossils and sedimentary structures found in section MC are
summarized in figure 16.

The legend for all sections is in

figure 3.
Section BU is 26.7 m thick and includes an
undeterminable portion of lithofacies 1. ·It is located in
the southwest part of Stewart Basin.
At the base of BU (figure 17) is the purest diatomite
cropping out in Stewart Valley.

None of the diatoms were

identified to species, but similarities to diatoms from Te6
that were identified by Smedman (1969) were noted.

Other

strata in BU are composed of massive to bedded porcelanites
and thick sequences of vitric and lapilli tuff.

The base of

section BU was not determined, but appeared to grade into a
silty sandstone.

The section ends where it has been eroded

off and capped by a basalt flow.
Section ST will be discussed later, but in it two m of
lithofacies 1 are interbedded with the lower subunit of Te2.
The porcelanite is mapped as Tel and is similar
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lithologically to the sections described above.

Te2
Te2 is divided into three lithofacies: 2a, composed of
pumice-andesite conglomerate; 2b, consisting of andesitetuff conglomerate; and 2c, composed of silty sandstone.

A

volcanic unit consisting of andesite flows also occurs in
unit 2, but is not included in the lithofacies descriptions.

Lithofacies 2a
Lithofacies 2a lies on the pre-Esmeralda volcanics and
Tel. It is overlain in all places by lithofacies 2b or 2c of
unit Te2. Good exposures of lithofacies 2a can be seen along
the west and east sides of Stewart Basin and outcrops of
this unit follow a transverse.band southwest to northeast
across the center of the study area (figure 15).
Section PS was measured on a cliff 18 m high located in
the southwest of the study area.

The most striking feature

of the cliff is the presence of two major subunits.
lower subunit is lithofacies 2a.

The

It is pinkish in color and

appears fine-grained compared to the gray "bouldery" unit
overlying it.

The lower subunit contains planar

cross-lamination and climbing-ripple bedsets.

The weathered

andesite and pumice clasts appear to be horizontally
flattened and aligned.

Lithologies are illustrated in a

columnar section (figure 18) and in the outcrop (figure 19).
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Figure 19. Section PS showing lithofacies 2a (Te2a); and
lithofacies 2b (Te2b); scouring and lateral
continuity of boulder beds.
scale.

Person shown for
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About 27 m of

poorly~exposed

pumice-andesite

conglomerate comprises section WA in the southwest part of
Stewart Basin.

All of this section is included in

lithofacies 2a.
The major lithology in section WA is a conglomerate of
altered andesite and pumice clasts with a muddy sandstone
matrix.

small-scale ripple-lamination is common in the

finer-grained strata and poor imbrication of the clasts was
observed.

Paleocurrent directions indicate transport to the

southwest. There is a gradual upward increase in clast size.
No fossils were found in this sequence.

Lithofacies 2b
The second lithofacies of unit Te2 is composed
principally of andesite-tuff conglomerate.

Abundant fossil

stumps, trunks and branches are included.

Outcrop locations

are the same as for lithofacies 2a.
The top of section PS (figure 18) contains the base of
lithofacies 2b.

Poorly-defined reverse grading from large

cobbles to large boulders is present in the upper subunit. A
scour~d

contact between lithofacies 2a and 2b was also

observed here.
Locality BC is an exposure of Te2 that lies up-section
from WA.

A unique sedimentary structure pictured in figure

22 is present at locality BC.

The lithology of this

structure is andesite-tuff conglomerate, previously
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discussed.

Bands of andesite clasts oriented vertically and

perpendicular to bedding contain little or no tuff matrix
and are surrounded by the typical andesite-tuf f
conglomerate.
Another important outcrop of lithofacies 2b is at
locality AF. This outcrop is significant in that it contains
an andesite flow 20 cm thick which is exposed for at least
30 m near the base of the wash. Above and below the andesite
flow the lithology is the andesite-tuff conglomerate
described previously, with clasts ranging to 0.7 min
diameter.

In this area many well-preserved tree stumps in

apparent growth position occur.
in diameter.
observed.

They range from 10 to 80 cm

At least seven layers containing stumps were

All of the stumps have a lithified case of sandy

tuffaceous material around them and many are in an upright
position. No evidence of soil zones were observed associated
with the trees.
Section ST is also located in the southwest part of
Stewart Basin and is illustrated in figure 20.

The top of

this section contains the base of lithofacies 2b.

The

andesite-tuff conglomerates are reverse graded and contain
logs and stumps.

Lithofacies 2c
Lithofacies 2c is composed primarily of silty
sandstones.

It is associated with lithofacies 1, 2a and 2b.
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Silty sandstones are structureless and range in thickness
from very thin-beds to thick beds.
Section ST is the best example of this lithofacies
(figure 20).

At the base of the section a silty sandstone

with occasional gravel-sized clasts forms a covered slope. A
thin unit of porcelanite belonging to lithofacies 1
interrupts this sequence.
The silty sediments above the porcelanites contain two
layers rich in organic debris and small fossil wood pieces.
Probably these organic zones were interpreted as paleosols
by Mawby (1965). Above the organic zones are fossilized tree
trunks· up to 1.7 min diameter and six m long and abundant,
randomly-oriented branches one to ten cm in diameter.

The

trees are encased by an indurated layer of the same
composition as the surrounding rocks.
Lithofacies 2c also occurs at the top of section MC
(figure 16). Lithologies are the same as at section ST and a
few stumps were found nearby.
To the west of section ST an andesite plug crops out.
The plug cuts all layers, but no flows were observed
associated with it at this location.

Figure 21 illustrates

the relationships between Tel; lithofacies 2a, 2b and the
andesite plug near ST.

Te3
The lithostratigraphic-unit Te3 crops out in widely
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scattered areas in Stewart Valley (figure 15}.

This unit is

composed of many diverse lithologies, but is mainly silt- to
gravel-size elastics.

Te3 has been divided into four

lithofacies: 3a, composed of trough cross-bedded and massive
feldspathic sandstones with conglomerates and lag deposits
of subrounded andesite clasts: 3b, dominated by oolitic
sandstones: 3c, containing planar-laminated and planar
cross-laminated feldspathic sandstones with associated
stromatolites and coquinas: and 3d consisting of lignites.

Lithofacies 3a
Section MB was measured in the northwest part of
Stewart Basin.

Twenty-five m of lithofacies 3a are included

within section MB.

The sediments are coarse-grained

containing three m thick sequences of conglomerates and
coarse sandstones.

The clasts are purple andesite and are

well rounded (figure 23).
bedding were observed.

Minor amounts of planar cross-

No fossils were seen.

Section TT is summarized in figure 24.

At the base of

the section is an orthoconglomerate that consists of
subrounded clasts of hornblende andesite.

Grain size ranges

from pebble to coarse-sand. This rock is well indurated with
silicic cement.
lithofacies 3a.

The base of section TT is designated as
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Figure 21. Area near section ST showing relation of
lithofacies 1 (Tel), lithofacies 2a (Te2a),
lithofacies 2b (Te2b) and andesite plug.

Person

shown for scale.

Figure 22. Locality WA showing vertically oriented bands of
matrix-free conglomerate (outlined) in andesitetuff conglomerate.

Fieldbook shown for scale.
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Lithofacies 3b
Lithofacies 3b contains abundant oolitic sandstones.
cores of the oolites are ostracodes and angular feldspar and
quartz grains. Above lithofacies 3a in section TT is a two m
thick sequence of cross-bedded oolitic sandstone.
of TT is included in lithofacies 3b.

This part

Ostracodes and a few

gastropods are present.
Section

sv

is 21.6 m thick (figure 25).

The dominant

lithologies are similar to those in section TT except for
the addition of very thick-beds of oolitic sandstone.
Gastropods rarely occur, but ostracodes and fish bones are
abundant.
section

sv

A gray, oolitic sandstone can be traced from
to the northeast where it pinches out in the edge

of the cliff at section TT.
The base of section RS included a one m thick sequence
of lithofacies 2b.

Oolitic sandstones are planar-laminated

and cemented with calcite. It is possible to see the contact
between Te2 and Te3 at the base of RS.

Pebbles of andesite

are incorporated into the lowest part of section RS.

Lithofacies 3c
Lithofacies 3c consists of planar cross-bedded and
planar-laminated sandstones, stromatolitic beds and
coquinas.

It contains many of the fossil molluscs described

by Firby (1963 and 1969); fossil mammals of Barstovian age
discussed by Mawby (1964); as well as numerous
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stromatolites, disarticulated fish bones, stumps, logs and
ostracodes.
A large part of section TT is composed of lithofacies
3c. The dominant lithology is a poorly-sorted sandstone. The
grains are primarily plagioclase feldspars with minor
amounts of biotite, quartz and hornblende grains.

Grains

vary in size from fine to coarse and are subangular.
structures include planar-bedding, large-scale planar crossbedding and large-scale trough cross-bedding.

Fossils

present in section TT are disarticulated mammal bones and
teeth( fish bones and poorly-preserved fossil wood including
large stumps and trunks.
Layers rich in mollusc fossils range from resistant 10
cm thick beds of silica-cemented sandstone to unlithified
beds of silt and sand one m thick. Shells are well preserved
and many are filled with secondary chalcedony.

Small mammal

bones and teeth are present with the molluscs.
Stromatolitic limestones form a discontinuous layer
higher in the section. The stromatolites are dome-shaped, up
to 40 cm in diameter and 10 to 20 cm in height. The bases of
many of the stromatolites contain mollusc shells and fish
bones.
The size of the stromatolites increases from 20 to 70
cm in height as they are traced to the southwest from
section TT towards section sv.
extend to section sv.

The stromatolites do not
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Eight m of section RS is lithofacies 3c.
near the center of the basin.

Section RS is

Lithologies and mineralogies

differed from other outcrops of lithofacies 3c in that
abundant quantities of calcimicrite and volcanic ash are
included (figure 26).

Fossils present include molluscs,

disarticulated fish bones and ostracodes. The ostracodes are
similar to those in sections SV and TT.
Section EC contains 39 m of Te3, most of which belongs
in lithofacies 3c.

The base of section EC is composed of

finer-grained sediments than other exposures of lithofacies
3c.

Beds containing abundant molluscs are thinner and occur

less frequently in EC.
Section VC contains sandstones poor in mollusc fossils
rhythmically alternating ·with more firmly indurated
sandstones rich in molluscs.

As illustrated in figure 27,

all of section VC is lithofacies 3c.

The top of the section

contains mollusc shells and a few mammal bones scattered
throughout planar-laminated sandstone.

No fine-grained

sediments or carbonate layers were observed here.

Lithofacies 3d
A lignite bed about two m thick occurs within the
sandstone lithofacies at locality LB and other outcrops of
lignite can be found in the surrounding area.

Thin organic

layers 5 to 10 mm thick are found stratigraphically five m
below the Te3-Te4 contact at location RZ.

Branching root
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molds extend as much as 15 cm below the organic zones, into
a muddy sandstone.

Te4

Lithofacies 4
Te4 is nearly equivalent to lithofacies 4, but is more
precisely defined as fossiliferous, thinly-laminated
porcelanites and diatomites with thin interbeds of vitric
tuff and dolomicrite.

Lithofacies 4 does not contain bedded

porcelanite and diatomite.

It contains the Stewart Valley

flora of Wolfe {1964) that includes: Populus, Salix,
Lyonothamnus, abundant Pinus, Quercus, Ribes, Mahonia,
Cercocarpus, Eleganus and Arctostaphylos.
Outcrops of lithofacies _4 are confined to the center of
the basin and lateral pinch-outs are exposed in at least two
places. Te4 lies upon or interfingers with Te3 in all places
mapped and is overlain by and interfingers with Te5 {figure
15).

At section PU, 16 m of lithofacies 4 were measured and

sampled in detail {figure 28).

The base and top of Te4 are

covered at this location, but the total thickness of the
unit is about 50 m.

This location is well known for its

fossils including leaves, articulated fish and wellpreserved insects.
The most characteristic lithology of section PU is a
thinly-laminated to very thinly-lamiriated shale of
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porcelanite (figure 28).

The weathered pieces are buff to

white in color, are fissile and often show impressions or
carbonized remains of unidentified plant material, wellpreserved entire leaves, fish and rare insects.

Other

lithologies of lithofacies 4 that are present at PU include
vitric tuffs and thinly-laminated to massive dolomicrite.
Section TT-2 is 14.8 m thick, but rapidly thins to the
northeast and thickens to the southwest and west.

The

section is illustrated in figure 29.
The lithologies present in TT-2 are similar to those in
section PU except there are no diatomaceous sediments and
the thicknesses of lithofacies 4 units are more nearly equal
in TT-2 than in PU. Also, the laminated dolomicrites in TT-2
have more fish fossils than PU.
in the

laminate~

Ostracodes were also found

porcelanites.

Lithofacies 4 is only 5.4 m thick at section SE, but
thickens slowly as it .is traced to the east.

The main

lithologies are vitric tuffs and thinly-laminated to thinbedded silty and tuifaceous diatomites.

No fish fossils or

complete leaves were found in this section, but there are
many small coalified plant fragments.

Most of the vitric

tuff interbeds are one to three cm thick and grade into
diatomaceous beds.

Microscopic examination of disaggregated

diatomaceous rocks reveals a mixture of diatoms with about
15 percent volcanic ash.
Section EC-3 contains about 63 m of Te4 and is probably
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the thickest outcrop of lithofacies 4.

These shales are

lithologically similar to those in section PU.

Te5

Lithofacie 5
Lithofacies 5 is dominated by thick-bedded porcelanites
and silty diatomites with interbeds of claystone, mudstone,
siltstone, calcimicrite and vitric tuff.

The porcelanites

and diatomites are less pure than those of lithofacies 1.
Exposures of lithofacies 5 are often covered by a thin
veneer of clay. The clay is from the weathering of thin-beds
of .montmorillonite-rich claystone that occurs infrequently
in the section.
Te5 generally crops out stratigraphically above Te4 and
is overlain by Te6 (figure 15), but it also overlies and
interfingers with both of those units.

Because most of the

rock is not fissile, fossils are not easily found.

A few

impressions of leaves and seeds as well as fish bones and
ostracodes were observed.

Diatoms and spores are abundant.

Section EC-9 measured 82 m in thickness.

Figure 30

illustrates a typical portion of the section.

Weathered

outcrops show dark- and light-brown layers.

The color

differences in the porcelanites and silty diatomites are due
to the amount of quartz and feldspar silt-sized grains, the
state of alteration of the diatomites and tuffs, and the
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abundance of organic material incorporated into the
sediment.

Section EC-9 contains excellent examples of

unaltered vitric tuffs and silty diatomites.

Occasional

leaves, fish bones and very fragile bivalves about five mm
across are present in this section.

The bivalves are not

reported in the literature of Stewart Basin.

Locally,

ostracodes are very abundant.
An unusually well-preserved paleosol {figure 31) is
found in the middle of section EC-9 at locality

sz.

A, B and

c soil horizons were observed and laterally, petrified
stumps in growth position and mammal bones were found.

One

of the stumps was exhumed and roots were seen to separate
from the trunk just below the A horizon.
Section RS-2 contains a six m thick sequence of
lithofacies 5.

Porcelanites and diatomites form mud-covered

mounds and contain abundant organic debris and occasional
leaves. The porcelanites and diatomites are in contact above
and below with sandy carbonate rocks.
In section TT-4 {figure 32) sediments are very similar
to those in EC-9.

The dominant lithologies are porcelanites

and silty diatomites interrupted by beds of vitric tuff.
Mudstones with abundant organic debris are present.
The upper part of TeS was measured in section MB-3.
Forty-seven m are illustrated in figure 33. Lithofacies 5 is
interbedded with lithofacies 3a and 3c.

Lithofacies 5 is

dominantly porcelanite and silty diatomites with interbeds
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Figure 31. Location

sz.

Paleosol showing horizons A, B and

c, some fossil roots (R) and the overlying
porcelanite (P).
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of vitric tuff and siltstone.

Lithofacies 3a and 3c are

sandstone interbeds with gastropod fossils, conglomerates
and sandstones containing mammal bones.
An unusual bed of fossils was found near the base of
MB-3 in a bed of porcelanite.

A thin section (figure 34)

reveals fossils that appear to be molds of segmented
filamentous algae.

This rock forms a bed six cm thick and

covers at least 10 m laterally.
A bed lithologically similar to the soil zone at
location

sz

was observed.

It also contains small, branching

root-molds.
About 108 m of Te5 were measured in the west-central
side of the basin in section

we.

Lithologies were similar to

those previously described for section EC-9.

The section is

almost entirely composed of lithofacies 5.

Te6

Lithofacies 6
Lithofacies 6 is characterized by an abundance of
carbonate rocks including large stromatolites, thinolitic
tufa mounds and thin beds of dolomicrite.

Lithofacies

6

generally overlies and interfingers with lithofacies 5 and
3a, but in the center of the valley it overlies lithofacies
3c and 4.
The lithofacies at section EC-10 includes numbers 3a, 5
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Figure 34. Thin section (PPL) of filamentous algae in
porcelanite.

sample from base of section MB-3.

Figure 35. Base of dolomicrite bed showing casts of
mudcracks.

Sample from section EC-10.
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and 6.

The dolomicrites are thick to thin bedded and often

show deformation features and molds of mudcracks (figure
35). Some of the dolomicrites contain small a-shaped burrows
with the radius of the U being about one cm. The burrows are
on the upper surface of the dolomite.
Tufa, containing calcite pseudomorphs after gypsum and
mound-shaped stromatolites are present in lithofacies 6 at
the base of section EC-10.

Lithologies are summarized in

figure 36 for EC-10.
Large quantities of carbonate rock spectacularly mark
the base of Te6 in other areas as well.
mounds with stromatolitic coatings are

At locality TL tufa
ne~rly

four m high

and are overlain by sequences of trough cross-bedded and
then planar cross-bedded sandstones with dolomite interbeds.
A stromatolite three m high (figure 37) is located at LS
near to the tufa buildup.

These carbonate mounds can be

traced to the east over a distance of about four km and are
observed to decrease in size to 30 cm.
section RS-3 (figure 39) includes lithofacies 6 which
is composed dominantly of sandy dolomites and medium beds of
dolomite.
here.

One thin bed of clinoptilolite was encountered

The sandy dolomites contain channel-fill cross-beds.
Fossils present include petrified wood, plant debris

and ostracodes.

Stromatolites in section RS-3 encase stumps

and branches and attain one m in height.
Section WW (figure 40) is composed mostly of
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lithofacies 3a with alternating medium and fine-grained
planar-laminated sandstones. Lithofacies 6 is represented by
burrowed dolomites.

Te7
The base of Te7 is well marked by a one to three m
thick lapilli tuff. The top of Te6 and base of Te7 are shown
in figure 38.

The thick lapilli-tuff bed is an excellent

time marker. Many locations have a second thick lapilli-tuff
about 10 m stratigraphically higher.

In general, Te7 is

composed of pebble conglomerates, sandstones and siltstones
with some dolomite interbeds.
fossils in the sandstones.

There are many burrow trace-

An unidentified, branching root-

like fossil is commonly found in silty sandstones of Te7.
The best outcrops of Te7 are at LT-1, LT-2 and LT-3 where
Te7 overlies Te6; and LT-4 where it overlies lithofacies 5.

DISCUSSION

Genesis of Lithologies

This section discusses the interpreted origins of the
lithologies of the Esmeralda Formation in Stewart Basin.

An

understanding of the genesis of the lithologic types is a
key to determining the depositional environments of the
basin.

Porcelanite
The principal mineral comprising the porcelanites in
Stewart Basin is opal-CT.

No reference citing abundant

quantities of opal-CT in continental deposits was found.
Bramlette (1946) reviews two theories of the origin of
siliceous rocks. An inorganic source is proposed for one and
an organic for the other.
Opal-CT is not known to be deposited directly by
organic processes at surface conditions (Blatt, Middleton
and Murray, 1972).

This·leaves the option of alteration and

redistribution of silica from crystalline or glassy
protoliths. Gruner (1940)

discU~sed

percent cristobalite in bentonites.

the presence of up to 30
The bentonite beds are

stated to have originated as volcanic ash deposits.

The

alteration of crystalline or glassy sources to opal-CT would
be expected to leave mineral by-products.
81

Additional
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elements besides silicon, found in volcanic glass should
form

mo~e

complex minerals than opal-CT. Clays, feldspars or

zeolites would be expected in significant quantities.
A possible organic origin of the opal-CT is the
alteration of diatomites.

Mitsui and Taguchi (1977) and

Bramlette (1946) have suggested this for opaline
porcelanites of marine origin.

In both of these studies the

rocks described are generally more firmly indurated and
contain higher percentages of quartz than most of the
Stewart Basin porcelanites.
Abundant diatomites occur in· Stewart Valley and in Ione
Valley to the east (Henderson, 1962).

Diatomite is abundant

enough to be mined in Mio-Pliocene, lacustrine deposits to
the south in Esmeralda County (Albers and Stewart, 1972). It
seems clear that there could have been enough diatomite as a
protolith for the opal-CT rocks present.

As seen in the

description of Tel and Te4, silty diatomite occurs laterally
equivalent with porcelanite in Stewart Basin.
It is interpreted that diatomite was the protolith for
the porcelanites in Stewart Basin.

This conclusion is

supported by locally-abundant diatomites as well as
stratigraphic equivalence of porcelanite and diatomite.
An explanation of the conditions of diagenesis from
diatoms to opal-CT can be developed from laboratory
experiments and field observations.

In the laboratory,

amorphous silica changes to opal-CT and then to quartz with
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the addition of water and heat (Mizutani, 1977). At
pressures of about 100 kg/cm 2 and temperatures of 86°C for
as much as 2000 hours and temperatures of 302°C for 10
hours, the weight percent of alpha-quartz increased from
about 40 to 93. The d(lOl) spacing of opal-CT decreased from
4.10 to 4.05

1 in the same experiments.

Opal-CT is thought

of as an intermediate product in this reaction.
Mizutani (1966) did experiments showing the conversion
of amorphous silica to cristobalite and then to quartz was
faster in a KOH alkaline solution and that it is a firstorder reaction.

NaOH solutions also speeded the reaction

(Campbell and Fyfe, 1960).

Both experiments using alkaline

solutions favored alteration to quartz with opal-CT as an
intermediate product.
produced was quartz.

That is to say, the largest quantity
Ernst and Calvert (1969) determined

that the reaction of cristobalite yielding alpha-quartz is
zero-order with an activation energy of 23.2 kcal/mole
though this has been questioned (Stein and Kirkpatrick,
1976).
Studies done on drill-core samples in Japan showed
descending zones of diatomite, opal-CT and quartz that
parallel isothermal lines (Mitsui and Taguchi, 1977;
Mizutani, 1977; and Murata and Randall, 1975).

Figure 41

modified from Mitsui and Taguchi (1977) shows how
percentages of authigenic cristobalite and quartz vary with
depth.

Note that the maximum cristobalite concentration
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occurs at a lower temperature than that optimal for the
formation of quartz.

The value of d{lOl) and the width of

its peak decreased with increasing depth in x-ray
diffraction studies. The temperature at the depth of maximum
cristobalite concentration was interpreted to have been
between 40° and 52°C.
Associations of diatomite, opal-CT and quartz have been
reported.

Ernst and Calvert (1969) describe these three

minerals interbedded in the Monterey Formation.

Local

control of diagenesis from diatoms to quartz was postulated
to be related to fractures in the host rock.

Henderson

(1962) described beds and concretions of "chert" and
"opaline material" associated with diatomites in Ione Valley
to the east of Stewart Valley.
Spores isolated from porcelanites and silty diatomites
in Stewart Basin show thermal alteration indices of 1.3 to
1.8.

This indicates that the maximum temperature of the

sediments did not exceed 62°C in the past {Staplin, 1982).
The origin of porcelanite in Stewart Basin is thought
to be the result of low temperature {less than 62° C)
metamorphism, with diagenesis taking place preferentially at
certain nuclei. Alteration was probably enhanced by alkaline
interstitial waters.

Unexplained aspects of the diagenesis

are that porcelanites are found interbedded with unaltered
diatomites and that porosity is very high in altered
sediments.
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Diatomites
Bramlette (1946) discussed the possible origins of pure
diatomites in a marine environment.

He concluded that

conditions for obtaining pure diatomites must have been:
"(l) growth of the organisms in such unusually great
abundance as to completely dominate normal deposition of
elastic sediments; (2) deposition of elastic sediment so
nearly lacking that organic material dominates even though
it accumulates slowly; or (3) a combination of 1 and 2."
These conditions also seem to be inclusive for the
deposition of pure diatomites in a continental deposit in
Stewart Basin.
Diatomite.deposits are commonly associated with
volcanic ash deposits.
Bramlette (1946).

These associations are reviewed by

The concentration of silica necessary for

diatom growth is more easily.maintained when glass is
available in large quantities.

There are numerous beds of

vitric tuf fs associated with the diatomites and porcelanites
in Stewart Basin.
Models for the formation of laminated sediments rely on
annual or seasonal controls.

Bramlette (1946) reviewed

models for the formation of diatomaceous and other couplets,
but was not satisfied with any of the explanations for the
formation of laminated diatomites in the Monterey Formation.
He concluded that their formation was climatically
controlled.

Bradley's (1929) stratified-lake model with an
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anoxic hypolimnion and seasonal overturns attempts to
explain the formation and preservation of rhythmic
lamination of carbonate and organic couplets.

Preservation

of clay-rich, organic-poor laminae in oxygenated water was
reported by Cohen (1983). Bioturbation was hindered by a low
food supply rather than low oxygen levels.
Very thin-laminae in the diatomites and the
porcelanites are the expression of rhythmically alternating
diatomite and organic-rich layers.

The sediments were

apparently deposited below wave base.

Neither physical or

biological processes disturbed the laminae.

Lamination in

Stewart Basin sediments is not due to the alignment of .
mineral grains.

Deposition of these couplets is not well

understood.

Sandy Mudstones
Sandy mudstones produce x-ray dif fractograms that show
these beds to range from pure albite to mixtures of
plagioclase feldspars.

Larger grains seen in thin sections

of the sandy mudstones seem to be mostly detrital,
subangular plagioclase; but there are also some large,
authigenic albite grains.
Previous workers have discussed the formation and
occurrence of authigenic feldspars.

Kastner (1971) and

Baskin (1956) describe criteria for recognizing authigenic
albite.

Some feldspar grains from Stewart Basin show these
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diagnostic characteristics: idiomorphic shape, occurrence in
fine-grained sediment, growth twins and fourling twinning.
Some authigenic crystals found in Stewart Basin approached
one mm in dimension which is unusually large (Desborough,
1975). Authigenic albites have been described from tuff beds
of the Eocene Green River Formation (Desborough, 1975).
Kastner (1971) discusses authigenic albite in carbonate
rocks.

In experiments done at 330°C the solubility of albite

was decreased by silica saturation (Fyfe and McKay, 1962).
In Stewart Basin authigenic albite is interpreted to be
the result of dissolution and recrystallization.

Low

temperature and probably high-pH solutions dissolved the
glass and plagioclase crystals of volcanic tuf f s and
recrystallization of albite crystals then took place in
silica-saturated conditions.

zeolites
Thin beds of the zeolites clinoptilolite and
phillipsite were found in two different locations.

Zeolite

formation is favored by low silica concentrations.

More of

the silicon ions are replaced by metal ions in phillipsite
than clinoptilolite (Hay, 1966). The zeolite beds in Stewart
Basin are interpreted to have formed by early diagenesis of
low-silica tuffs in highly alkaline-saline lake and sediment
pore-waters.
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Dolomicrite
The origin of dolomicrite in Stewart Basin is not
completely understood. The report of Reeves and Parry (1965)
of well-ordered dolomite from Peistocene Lake Mound, a
pluvial lake in Texas, gives a possible genetic model.

In

Lake Mound, primary dolomite precipitated when
carbonate-rich spring waters flowed or seeped into
hypersaline lake waters.
margins of the lake.

Chemical deltas formed near the

Dolomicrites in Stewart Basin conform

to the criteria given by Reeves and Parry (1965) for primary
dolomites in being micritic, dense and nonporous.

Stewart

Basin dolomicrites did not match two criteria in that they
sometimes contain fossils and are not always marginally
located.
Von der Berch (1965) reported that if the Mg++;ca++
ratio is about 16 to 1 dolomite can precipitate in saline
water with a pH of 9 to 10.

His observations were made in a

hypersaline lagoonal environment.
The dolomicrites in Stewart Basin are evidence of a pH
greater than 7.8 (Krumbein and Garrels, 1952), a high ratio
of magnesium ions to calcium ions, perhaps near 16 to 1
(von der Barch, 1965) and hypersaline lake waters (Reeves
and Parry, 1965).

Depositional Environments

Depositional environments are proposed for Stewart
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Basin based on the lithofacies previously described.
Relationships of the lithofacies are summarized in idealized
southwest-northeast and north-south cross-sections (figures
42 and 43).

Because of the low angle of dip relative to the

topography and the difficulty in establishing time
equivalence, the cross-sections are generalized and show
interpreted rather than measured relationships.
intervals (A to
sections.

F)

Six time

have been indicated on the cross-

Depositional environments will be discussed in

order of occurrence beginning with time A and continuing to
younger intervals.
A useful division of continental depositional
environments was made by Crosby (1972) that included the
categories terrestrial and lacustrine.

In Stewart Basin,

terrestrial-lahar, terrestrial-mudflow and fluvial
environments are included in the terrestrial division while
the lacustrine contains limnetic, littoral, paludal and
carbonate mud-flat environments.
All of the depositional environments and processes in
Stewart Basin have unique characteristics.

The limnetic

depositional environment is defined as an open-water
environment where sediments are primarily derived from
settling.

The littoral depositional environment is covered

by the lake waters and is influenced by nearshore
sedimentary processes including delta formation and wave
reworking.

The primary sediment sources are biogenic or
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derived from land.
Carbonate mud-flats are sedimentary environments that
occur nearshore, have very low-gradients and are alternately
covered and uncovered by water.

Terrestrial-lahar and

terrestrial debris-flow environments are names given to
terrestrial environments that specifically include lahar and
debris-flow processes.

This terminology attempts to resolve

the question of whether to interpret distinct lithofacies as
originating only from a single sedimentary process, or in a
unique sedimentary environment.

Both of these environments

are subaerial and their sediment sources were mostly outside
of the study area.

They both contain a large volume of

clasts greater than sand-size.
Stewart Basin is located in the Basin and Range
province and the sediments accumulated on a down-dropped
portion of a tilt-block valley {Clausen, 1983). Fine-grained
sediments were primarily diatomaceous and dolomitic, while
ash, feldspathic and lithic grains composed the coarser
sediment.

Time Interval A
During time interval A, a basinward progression of
environments from terrestrial debris-flow to littoral
sand-flat to limnetic were present in Stewart Basin.

The

lake waters wer~ fresh and bottom sediment mildly reducing.
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Limnetic Environment
Lithofacies 1 or unit Tel crops out in relatively
small, isolated ares (figure 15) and interfingers with
lithofacies·2a of Te2 (figures 42 and 43).

Outcrop

distribution of lithofacies 1 could represent deposition in
a number of small basins, or represent erosional remnants of
larger deposits.

Wolfe (1964) states that there is no

evidence of "widespread lacustrine conditions, and the
sediments appear to have been deposited in rivers and
ponds."

The basis for his statement is not clear.

Sedimentological and mineralogical evidence from this study
suggests that lithofacies 1 covered a larger area than the
individual outcrops of Tel do and may have been one
continuous unit.
The primary sediments of· lithofacies 1 were diatoms. It
has been discussed.previously that conditions that promote
the rapid growth of diatoms and/or low elastic dilution were
necessary to produce thicknesses of fairly pure diatomite
and porcelanite.

·Thick beds of volcanic ash were also

deposited in the limnetic environment during time A (section
BH).

Paleoecological evidence from the species of diatoms
suggests that the lake waters were fresh.
open hydrologic system.

The lake was an

Preservation of organic material

indicates that the bottom sediments were reducing.

Anoxic

conditions could have resulted from oxygen-poor lake waters
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in contact with the bottom sediment, or from rapid burial
that sealed the organic material from oxygenated water.

No

articulated fish fossils ,were found and organic-carbon
levels were not as high as in other.lithofacies.

This could

mean that the lake waters were oxygenated and the bottom
sediment only mildly reducing.

Only one, questionable,

horizontal burrow in a vitric-tuff bed was found.

None of

these criteria distinguish positively if the bottom waters
of the lake were anoxic, allowing preservation of organics
and prohibiting bioturbation and bottom

life~

or if bottom

waters were oxygenated and rapid sedimentation caused
preserv~tion

of the organics.

The regional climate interpreted by Wolfe (1964) was
characterized by a warm-temperate, mesophytic flora.

To

prohibit the dilution of the diatomaceous, lacustrine
sediments, it is felt that the lake or lakes must have been
large and had poorly developed beaches.

Inflowing streams

carried little suspended sediment that was able to dilute
the diatoms. The size of the lake was at least 30 km 2 during
time A.

Littoral Environment
Lithofacies 2c represents the littoral sediments of the
lake during time A. These deposits consist of poorly-sorted,
fine-grained feldspathic sandstones deposited on a sandflat.

This is further evidence that the lake was large at
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this time-and that it had shallow gradients at least near
the shores.

The large lake size would make transport of

elastics to dilute the diatomaceous sediment difficult and a
shallow gradient would inhibit reworking of the poorlysorted sand-flat sediments.

Terrestrial Debris-Flow Environment
Debris-flow processes are indicated by the pumiceandesi te conglomerates of lithofacies 2a.

The debris-flows

were onlapped by the littoral sediments during the beginning
of time A and then prograded over the lake sediments at the
end. A transgressive-regressive cycle can be seen in section
ST (figure 20).
Te2 crops out in a transverse band from the southwest
to the central-east side of Stewart Basin (figure

15)~

Deposition in the west side of the valley was primarily from
the southwest and paleocurrent indicators show radial
distribution of sediment around the margin of an alluvial
fan. Where lithofacies 2a is present on the east side of the
valley it is assumed that the alluvial fans followed a
similar, basinward depositional pattern.

Fluvial reworking

of the debris flows is indicated by ripple-lamination,
imbrication and sorting in section WA.

Time Interval B
Clausen (1983) proposed that uplift of the northern end
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of Stewart Basin relative to the surrounding hills occurred
after the deposition of Tel.

This changed the drainage

pattern of Stewart Basin to a southerly direction.

During

time B Stewart Basin was filled with lahar sediments from
the east.

Terrestrial-Lahar Environment
The andesite-tuff conglomerate of lithofacies 2b
represents a series of lahars that covered at least 80 km 2 •
Similarities to the lahars described by Mullineaux and
Crandell (1962) and Schmincke (1967) include poor sorting,
lack of stratification, subangular clasts, tuffaceous
sediment, association with volcanics and the presence of
wood.
The homogenous composition of the sediment, presence of
wood, interbeds of volcanic flows and lack of stratification
in sections PS, ST and AF indicate that lithofacies 2b was
deposited by lahars.

The transporting medium was competent

enough to carry andesite boulders three m in diameter.
Lithofacies 2b was the result of at least three
depositional events as there are three or more
reverse-graded beds.

Locality AF contains an andesite flow

indicating at least one break in deposition. Figure 22 shows
structures similar to those described by Postma (1983) as
fluid-escape

structure~.

The presence of these structures

indicates rapid deposition.
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Hardened cases of vitric-lithic tuff, like the matrix
of the andesite-tuff conglomerate lithology of lithofacies
2b, were observed around the fossil trees in Te2.

The cases

may be the result of a chemical or sedimentological process.
Chemicals derived from the tree just after deposition may
have caused a localized "hardening" of the sediments
surrounding the trunk.

Time Interval C
During time interval

c, meandering and braided fluvial-

processes reworked the lahar deposits.

A small paludal

environment developed in the depocenter of the basin.

Paludal Environment
A paludal environment covering at least one km 2 existed
at location LB.

An indicator of the paludal environment is

the presence of a two m thick lignite bed of lithofacies 3d
that crops out at LB and the laterally-equivalent locality
RZ, which contains thin organic layers with root molds. Near
the margin of the paludal environment stumps were found in
growth position, but no evidence.of a soil zone was found
associated with them.
Lithofacies 3d could also have been deposited in a
lagoonal environment separated from a lake that existed to
the south.

There is insufficient exposure to verify this.
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Time Interval D
During time D a much larger lake developed in Stewart
Basin.

Laminated diatomites were deposited in a centrally-

located limnetic environment.

To the west, massive

diatomites were deposited as a laterally-equivalent limnetic
environment.

To the west and northeast, deltas were best

developed and directly to the north oolitic shoals formed in
the littoral environment.

Waters were generally fresh, but

periodically salinity increased. The pH was always alkaline,
probably 7.8 or higher.

Bottom sediment in the limnetic

environment was strongly reducing.

Wolfe (1964) described

the climate of this time as "subhumid and warm temperate,"
which would mean a climatic shift of increasing aridity as
compared to time interval A.

Limnetic Environment
Thinly-laminated diatomites of lithofacies 4 and
massive diatomites of lithofacies 5 indicate the presence of
a limnetic environment that covered about 50 km 2 during
time D (figure 15).
Most of the volume of sediment was diatoms.

Conditions

necessary for the production of pure diatomites in a lake
basin of this size have been discussed and include rapid
growth and/or low elastic dilution.

Lithofacies 4 deposits

are very thinly-laminated which is evidence of some
additional unknown factor that caused rhythmic couplets in
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only part of the limnetic

sediments~

The production of

couplets may have involved seasonal variations, but no
satisfactory explanation for their· formation has been
developed.
The species of diatoms indicate that the lake waters
were fresh (Smedman, 1969).

unaltered vitric tuffs indicate

no more than a moderate pH for the lake water.

Bottom

sediment was strongly reducing and lithofacies 4 has the
highest organic content of any of the lake deposits.
Interbedded with the very thinly-laminated diatomites
are very thinly-laminated dolomicrites that contain fish
fossils.

Because· they are interbedded with diatomites they

are thought to have been deposited in a limnetic
environment.

Dolomites in lithofacies 6 are associated with

littoral or fluvial environments and do not contain fish
fossils.

A satisfactory model for the limnetic dolomites is

not known.
The massive diatomites of lithofacies 5 are laterally
equivalent to the laminated diatomites of lithofacies 4. The
massive diatomites were deposited nearer to the shore,
especially where the gradient of the lake bottom was higher.
The massive diatomites were best developed during time D on
the west side of Stewart Basin.

Littoral Environment
Near the center of the study area, oolitic sandstones
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of lithofacies 3b are present.

These oolitic sands were

formed near the shore where wave and current action helped
in the formation of the oolites.

Basinward, sedimentary

structures include wave ripples and high-angle, planar
cross-bedding that changes to planar-lamination shoreward.
To develop the carbonate coatings the pH of the water must
have been at least 7.8 (Krumbein and Garrels, 1952).
Delta sands were deposited in the littoral zone at
section TT.

The foreset angles range from 20° to 25°. These

deltas supported many species of molluscs and periodically
concentrations of molluscs were great enough to produce
coquinas.

Firby (1963, 1969) inferred a pH of between 7.0

and 8.4 for the nearshore waters from his study of the
molluscs.
The presence of stromatolite beds show that the waters
were at least periodically saline.

Changes in the size of

stromatolites from 20 to 70 cm from section TT to SV
indicate a gradient of about 1.25 m in one km.

Time Interval E
During time interval E a third distinctive limneticenvironment was present in Stewart Basin.

It is represented

by the massive silty-diatomites of lithofacies 5. The lake
sediments covered about 100 km 2 , the largest area of any
lithofacies in the basin.

Diatoms were diluted by elastic

sediments to a greater .. degree than during previous times.
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High-energy fluvial environments deposited gravels near the
shore, and shore sediments frequently prograded over the
lake deposits.

Lake waters were generally fresh with a

weakly alkaline pH and bottom sediment was mildly oxidizing
to mildly reducing.

Limnetic Environment
The diatomaceous sediments incorporated a larger
percentage of elastics during this time though they still
contained 40 to 60 percent opal.

The dilution was caused by

increased f luvial influx and/or increased wave energy of the
lake due to its larger size.

Lithofacies 5 is diachronous

and spans times D, E and F.
The condition of the bottom sediment may have been
mildly oxidizing during much of this time because there is
little preserved kerogen and bivalves are found in the
porcelanites.

If bivalves were transported and organic

supply lessened, similar results could be produced in
reducing sediments.

No evidence of bioturbation was

observed. Because of increased wave energy it seems probable
that the bottom waters were oxygen rich.
Unaltered vitric tuffs are interbedded with diatomites
and porcelanites in lithofacies 5.

Sheppard and Gude {1968)

showed that in Pleistocene Lake Tecopa unaltered tuffs were
only preserved near the shore and where fresh-water streams
reduced the salinity and alkalinity.
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Terrestrial Environment
The lake fluctuated frequently in size during time E.
Sections near the margins of the lake contain a great
variety of lithologies (figure 33).

One fluctuation caused

the level of the lake to fall long enough for a soil to
develop at least three km basinward from the maximum extent
of the lake.

Trees 35 cm in diameter are found in growth

position on this paleosol and mammal bones were observed.

Littoral Environment
Littoral environments are poorly developed during time
E • . A few silty sandstones were present indicating the
presence of local sand-flats.

Time Interval F
Time interval F
aridity.

represe~ts

a time of increasing

Cyclical changes in deposition were caused by

temporary transgressions of a limnetic environment followed
by regression and development of elastic and carbonate mudflats.

The mud-flats were covered by prograding fluvial

sediments.

Lithofacies 3a, 5 and 6 are associated during

time F (figure 34).

Limnetic Environment
Sediments were still diatomaceous during time F in the
limnetic environment.

Lithofacies 5 forms relatively much
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thinner strata and is often· found interbedded with equal
thicknesses of sandstone strata of. lithofacies 3a.

The

aerial extent.of the limnetic·environment during time Fis
difficult to evaluate because outcrops are limited due to
erosion. 'The lake ptobably covered'50 km~ and the hydrologic
basin was probably closed.

Littoral Environment
Interbedded with the dolomicrites of lithofacies 6 are
muddy sandstones and siltstones.
gastropods and calcite cement.

They often contain
These fine-grained interbeds

were formed in littoral zones of the lake.
abundantly preserved in this environment.

Ostracodes are
No evidence of

bioturbation or plant roots were observed.

Dolomitic Mud-Flat Environment
some beds of dolomicrite of lithofacies 6 are
mudcracked or were deposited on mudcracked surfaces (figure
35).

These dolomicrites do not contain fossils, are dense

and nonporous and conform to the criteria given by Reeves
and Parry (1965) for primary dolomite.

The origin of these

dolomites on lake margins by the inflowing of alkaline
spring waters into hypersaline lake waters has been
discussed.

The small, u-shaped burrows may be indicative of

shallow water or mud-flat origin.

SUMMARY
Previous studies of the Esmeralda Formation in Stewart
Valley, Nevada predominantly dealt with descriptive
paleontology and biostratigraphy.

The purpose of this work

was to reconstruct the depositional environments thaf
existed during Miocene time in Stewart Basin.
Petrographic work showed that the "tuffs" so common in
the Esmeralda Formation of Stewart Basin are altered
diatomites and are better described as porcelanites.

The

genesis of these fine-grained sediments is interpreted to be
from the low temperature (less than 62°C) metamorphism of
diatom-rich

sediments~

Interpretations were made of the depositional
environments existing for each of six time periods during
the history of Stewart Basin.

During interval A, a

fresh-water, limnetic environment was rimmed by littoral
environments and debris-flows.

Stewart Basin was filled in

by lahars during time interval B.

During interval c a

paludal environment, rimmed by meandering and braided
streams, covered a small part of the basin.

Another lake

environment then developed with oolitic shoals, sand-flats
and deltas in the littoral environment.

The water was

generally fresh and mildly alkaline, but at times was saline
and had a pH above 7.8.

The limnetic deposits increased in

size and changed in character from thinly-laminated
organic-rich sediments, to bedded, organic-poor sediments
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during time interval E. Lake waters were fresh and there was
an increase of elastic dilution of the diatomites.
deposits indicate high-energy fluvial processes.

Shore
In time F

the lake regressed and extensive littoral and carbonate
mud-flat environments developed. Deposition during this time
included the formation of evaporites and zeolites.
Further study of the Esmeralda Formation in Stewart
Basin is needed in several areas.

The Esmeralda Formation

offers a good opportunity to learn more about the formation
of rhythmic laminations in diatomite.

The formation of

dolomite interbedded with thinly-laminated diatomites in a
relatively small continental basin deserves further
research. A study of what changes caused the lake in Stewart
Basin to dry up at the end of the Miocene would help in
regional paleoclimatological studies.

Characterizing the

relationships between the many basins of the Esmeralda
Formation would help in a regional synthesis of Tertiary
history in west-central Nevada.
The Esmeralda Formation in Stewart Basin is an example
of a well-preserved, fossil-rich, continental deposit. Major
depositional environments included limnetic environments
consisting of unusual rhythmically-laminated to massive
'

'

diatomites, porcelanites and dolomicrites, oolitic and
elastic beaches and carbonate mud-flats.

For the first time

altered lacustrine diatomites similar to those from the
marine Monterey Formation have been described.
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APPENDIX
Locations of Referenced sections and Localities
Location symbols are in alphabetical order. Abbreviated
names are spelled out and locations given by SI grid numbers
for the local topographic maps and local landmarks.

Figure

15 shows the relationships between sections on a map.
Location

SI Coordinates

AF

Andesite Flow

415.7 x 4266.7

southeast facing
slope of canyon

BC

Breccia Cliff

415.9 x 4265.4

along wash on north
facing cliff

BH

Basalt Hill

415.0 x 4263.0

south face of hill

EC

East Central

420.4 x 4270.6

EC-3

East Central-3

420.0 x 4270.7

EC-9

East Central-9

420.3 x 4269.7

west slope of small
hill
north slope of small
hill
nose of west-facing
cliff and to east
in a wash, continues
east

S~mbol

EC-10 East Central-10
LB
LS

Lignite Bed

420.9 x 4268.7
417.9 x 4271.7

Large Stromatolite 421.4 x 4267.3

LT-1

Lapilli Tuff-!

421. 2 x 4286.7

LT-2

Lapilli Tuf f-2

416.7 x 4276.8

LT-3

Lapilli Tuff-3

422.3 x 4274.4

LT-4

Lapilli Tuf f-4

420.3 x 4266.2

MB

Mammal Bed

412.2 x 4277.7
111

Local Landmarks

on north side of a
broad valley
to north of road

in small, steep sided
wash
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Symbol

Location

SI Coordinates

Local Landmarks

MB-3

Mammal Bed-3

414.1 x 4280.0

in a broad wash,
continues northwest

MC

Main Camp

418.7 x 4272.5

on north-facing slope
of canyon

PU

Pacific Union

418.3 x 4270.3

cliff in wash

PS

Poleline Spring

414.0 x 4266.5

RS

River Section

419.2 x 4273.5

northeast-facing
cliff
on north slope

RS-2

River Section-2

419.2 x 4273.5

on north slope

RS-3

River Section-3

419.2 x 4273.5

on north slope

RZ

Rooted Zone

418.5 x 4271.6

a sandstone cliff on
west of road and wash

SE

Southeast

422.9 x 4267.4

wash to west of road

ST

Stump Canyon

415.5 x 4265.6

end of canyon facing
south

SV

Stewart Valley

417.9 x 4273.0

cliff on west of road

sz

Soil Zone

420.6 x 4268.9

in a narrow wash

TL

Tufa Layer

421.8 x 4266.9

top of hill to south
of road

TT

Two Tips

418.3 x 4273.5

east side of road

TT-4

Two Tips-4

418.3 x 4273.9

base of a gentle hill
on north of road

vc

Volcanic Canyon

413.7 x 4274.3

small steep-sided
wash

WA

Poleline wash

415.7 x 4265.3

along wash to east

WC

West Central

417.8 x 4267.7

in a broad wash,
continues northeast

WW

West wash

417.0 x 4275.0

prominent cliff to
north of wash

